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Abstract

In this paper we consider the closure UCI(Rel) of the class of relabeling tree transformations,
under U =union, C =composition and I = iteration. We give a characterization of UCI(Rel) in
terms of a short expression built up from Rel with composition and iteration. We also give a
characterization of UCI(Rel) in terms of one-step rewrite relations of very simple term rewrite
systems. We give a similar characterization of UC(FRel+), where FRel+ is the class consisting
of the transitive closures of all functional relabeling tree transformations. Finally we show that
UCI(Rel) = UCI(FRel). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tree transducers are formal models that are applicable for studying abstract proper-
ties of syntax-directed translations of context-free languages. They were introduced in
[10, 13] and since then have been studied by several scientists. In this paper we do
not intend to give a broad overview of the related works because we are going to deal
only with rather special tree transducers called ;nite state relabelings or simply just
relabelings. Hence, we refer only to [3] as a basic source of the knowledge which is
su>cient to understand this paper. We note, in [3] a relabeling is an even more special
tree transducer having only one state, however later in the literature the short term
relabeling also means ;nite state relabeling. We also follow this, hence by a relabeling
we mean the ;nite state relabeling of [3].
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Trees are in fact terms over a ranked alphabet 	, and a tree transducer is a ;nite
state device that transforms a tree s over the input ranked alphabet 	 into another tree
t over the output ranked alphabet �. A relabeling is a very simple tree transducer, it
changes only the symbols labeling the nodes of the input tree to symbols such that
ranks are preserved. Hence the “shape” of the input tree does not change during the
transformation process.
Despite that relabelings are such special tree transformations, they play a fundamental

role in the theory of tree transducers. In [3] it was demonstrated that certain tree
transformations appear as the composition of a relabeling and another, also simple
tree transformation. Such decomposition results can then be used to show important
properties of more powerful tree transducers.
For instance, in [3] the equation Bot=Rel ◦Hom was proved which means that ev-

ery bottom–up tree transformation can be written as the composition of a relabeling and
a homomorphism tree transformation and vice versa. Now, since relabelings preserve
recognizable tree languages, it immediately follows that the surface tree languages of
bottom–up tree transformations are the same as that of homomorphism tree transfor-
mations. (The surface tree languages of a tree transformation class C are the images
of recognizable tree languages under the tree transformations in C.)
On the other hand, relabelings can be considered as generalizations of length preserv-

ing rational transducers. As length preserving rational transducer preserve the length of
strings, relabelings preserve the shape of trees.
Another line of research, we can say classical, is studying rational (string) trans-

ductions. This is a well-established theory, due to mainly the works [2, 8, 12]. Iterative
application, called iteration, is a fundamental construction which is applied in a rather
wide range in computer science. In the case of transduction, the iteration of a rational
transduction � means in fact taking its transitive closure �+. Since rational transduc-
tions are not closed under transitive closure, a new and more powerful transduction
method is obtained. The iteration of rational transductions was often studied in rela-
tion with L-systems [7, 9, 11, 15]. Moreover, recently the iteration of rational transduc-
tions was considered in [6] in order to ;nd a short description of these transductions
and a characterization of context-sensitive languages. Besides, several interesting re-
sults were obtained on the closure of length-preserving rational transductions and of
length-preserving functional rational transductions with respect to union, composition
and iteration.
In this paper, we generalize iteration of length-preserving rational transductions to

tree transformations induced by relabelings. In order to demonstrate how relabelings
and iteration works, let us consider an easy example.
Let 	= {�1; : : : ; �n; ∗} be a ranked alphabet where the rank of �i is 2 and the rank

of ∗ is 0. Moreover, let f be the relabeling with state set {q}∪ {qij | 16j¡i6n},
rules
(1) q(�i(x1; x2))→ �i(q(x1); q(x2)) 16i6n,
(2) q(�i(x1; x2))→ �j(qij(x1); q(x2)) 16j¡i6n,
(3) q(�i(x1; x2))→ �j(q(x1); qij(x2)) 16j¡i6n,
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(4) qij(�j(x1; x2))→ �i(q(x1); q(x2)) 16j¡i6n,
(5) q(∗)→∗,
and with q being the initial state. Intuitively f works as follows. Starting with rule (1),
it makes some steps without changing symbols of the input tree. Then, by applying
rule (2) or (3) it may initiate nondeterministically changing the labels �i of a node
and �j of its ;rst or second descendant, respectively, by relabeling �i to �j provided
j¡i. The change of �i to �j is stored in the state qij, which ;nishes the activity by
relabeling �j to �i.
For instance, let s= �3(�1(∗; ∗); �4(�2(∗; ∗); ∗)) be an input tree. Then an image of

s under f is t= �3(�1(∗; ∗); �2(�4(∗; ∗); ∗)), i.e., t ∈ sf, which can be veri;ed by the
derivation sequence

q(�3(�1(∗; ∗); �4(�2(∗; ∗); ∗)))⇒ �3(q(�1(∗; ∗)); q(�4(�2(∗; ∗); ∗)))⇒
�3(q(�1(∗; ∗)); �2(q42(�2(∗; ∗)); q(∗)))⇒ �3(q(�1(∗; ∗)); �2(�4(q(∗); q(∗)); q(∗)))⇒∗

�3(�1(∗; ∗); �2(�4(∗; ∗); ∗));
where ⇒ stands for a rewrite step and ⇒∗ is its re@exive, transitive closure. Now, it
is easy to see that by applying f iteratively we can achieve that the ;nal output tree
is path ordered in the sense that for every path �i1 : : : �ik∗ from the root to a leaf ∗ of
the output tree, i16 · · ·6ik holds.
Now let us denote also by f the relation induced by the relabeling f and let

f+ =
⋃∞

m=1 f
m, where fm means the mth power of the relation f. We call f+ the

iteration of f. It should be clear that, for every input tree s, besides other trees,
sf+ contains all path ordered trees over 	 having the same shape as s. For instance,
�1(�3(∗; ∗); �2(�4(∗; ∗); ∗)) is path ordered and is in sf+ with s being as above.

On the other hand, it can easily be checked by another relabeling whether a tree
is path ordered. In fact, the relabeling g having state set {p1; : : : ; pn}, all states are
initial, and rules pi(�i(x1; x2))→ �i(pj(x1); pk(x2)) with i6j; k and rules pi(∗)→∗
accepts only path ordered trees. (Note g is even a more special relabeling because it
does not change labels of input trees, such a relabeling is called a ;nite tree automaton.)
Now it should be clear that the composition of f+ and g, denoted by f+ ◦ g, pro-

duces only path ordered trees: for every input tree s over 	, all elements of sf+ ◦ g
are path ordered. On the other hand, it is also easy to see that this cannot be achieved
by applying only one relabeling (and since relabelings are closed under composition
neither by the composition of ;nite number of relabelings). Hence iteration increases
the generating power of relabelings.
In this paper we examine closure properties of the classes Rel and F Rel, i.e., the

classes of tree transformations induced by relabelings and by functional relabelings,
respectively, under union, composition and iteration. We show that several results ob-
tained in [6] can be generalized to relabelings. Namely, after giving the necessary
de;nitions and preliminaries in Section 2, we show the following.
In Section 3 we give a characterization of a relabeling by a ;nite tree automaton

and two morphisms. Moreover, we prove that each functional relabeling can be written
as the composition of a deterministic bottom–up relabeling and deterministic top–down
relabeling.
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In Section 4 we show that the closure UCI(Rel) of Rel under union, compo-
sition and iteration, i.e., the smallest class which contains Rel and is closed un-
der the above three operations, can be written in a short closed form, namely that
UCI(Rel)=Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel, where Rel+ = {f+ |f∈Rel}. Moreover, we give a sim-
ilar characterization of UCI(Rel) in terms of linear one-step shape preserving term
rewrite relations.
In Section 5 we consider UC(F Rel+), where F Rel is the class of tree transfor-

mations induced by functional relabelings (i.e., by relabeling that induces a function).
After giving some preparation, which have their own interest we show the main result
UC(F Rel+)=F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel.
Finally, in Section 6 we show that UCI(Rel)=UCI(F Rel), and in Section 7 we

conclude our results.

2. De�nitions

2.1. Sets, relations

Let A be a set. We denote the cardinality of A and the power set of A by ||A||
and P(A), respectively. The identity relation over A is denoted by id(A). Let r be a
binary relation over A. For (a; b)∈ r, we also write arb. We denote the inverse, the kth
power, the transitive closure and the re@exive, transitive closure of r by r−1, rk , r+

and by r∗, respectively. These, respectively, are meant as follows: r−1 = {(b; a) | arb};
r0 = id(A), and for k¿1, rk = rk−1 ◦ r, where ◦ denotes composition; r+ =

⋃∞
k=1 r

k ;
and r∗ =

⋃∞
k=0 r

k .

2.2. Trees

For a ranked alphabet 	 and an integer k, we denote by 	(k) the set of symbols
in 	 having rank k. If �∈	(k), then we denote this fact by �(k). We call 	 unary if
	=	(1) holds, i.e, 	 consists of unary symbols.
Let A be a set. As usual, we denote by T	(A) the set of terms (or rather: trees) over

	 indexed by A; this is the smallest set U satisfying the conditions (i) 	(0) ∪A⊆U
and (ii) for every �∈	(k) with k¿1 and t1; : : : ; tm ∈U , the tree �(t1; : : : ; tm) is also in
U . If A= ∅, then we write T	 for T	(A).
Let 	 be a ranked alphabet, and let t ∈T	. By alph(t) we mean the smallest ranked

alphabet � for which t ∈T�. Moreover, for L⊆T	, we de;ne alph(L)=
⋃

t∈L alph(t).
Certainly, if L⊆T	, then alph(L)⊆	.
We ;x a set X = {x1; x2; : : :} of variable symbols. For every integer m¿0, we put

Xm = {x1; : : : ; xm}; the notation T	(Xm) is abbreviated to T	;m. A tree t ∈T	(Xm) is linear
if each variable of Xm occurs at most once in t. Moreover, T̃	;m is the subset of T	;m

consisting of trees t ∈T	;m in which every variable of Xm occurs exactly once. (Hence
trees in T̃	;m are linear.) Given a tree t ∈T	;m and other trees t1; : : : ; tm, we denote
by t[t1; : : : ; tm] the tree which is obtained from t and t1; : : : ; tm by substituting every
occurrence of xi in t by ti, for every 16i6m.
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2.3. Term rewrite systems

Let 	 be a ranked alphabet. A term rewrite system (or shortly a rewrite system) over
	 is a ;nite set R of rules of the form l→ r, where l; r ∈T	(X ) such that variables
occurring in r also occur in l. The rewrite system R is left (right) linear if l(r) is a
linear tree. The rewrite relation ⇒R on T	 is a binary relation de;ned as follows. For
every s; t ∈T	, s⇒R t if and only if, there are m¿0; t1; : : : ; tm ∈T	 and u∈ T̃	;1 such
that s= u[l[t1; : : : ; tm]] and t= u[r[t1; : : : ; tm]].

2.4. Tree languages, tree transformations

A tree language is a subset of T	.
A tree transformation is a relation f⊆T	 ×T�. For s∈T	, we denote by sf the set

{t ∈T� | (s; t)∈f}. The composition of two tree transformations f and g is the relation
f ◦ g= {(s; t) | u∈ sf and t ∈ uf for some u}.
In this paper, the transitive closure f+ of a tree transformation f is called the

iteration of f.
In order to avoid confusing parentheses in expressions, we set up the following

precedence of operations: −1, +, ◦, and ∪. Moreover, we use obvious properties like
associativity of ◦ without explicit reference. Thus, e.g., the expression f ◦ g+ ◦ h means
(f ◦ (g+)) ◦ h.
Some operations of tree transformation are extended for tree transformation classes,

i.e., for classes consisting of tree transformations. Thus, for two classes F and G, we
write F−1 = {f−1 |f∈F}, F+ = {f+ |f∈F}, and F ◦G= {f ◦ g |f∈F and g∈G}.

A tree transformation class F is closed under inverse, iteration, union, and compo-
sition, if F−1 ⊆F , F+ ⊆F , {f∪ g |f; g∈F}⊆F , and F ◦F ⊆F , respectively.
We will study certain closures of tree transformation classes de;ned as follows.

Let F be a class of tree transformations. The smallest tree transformation class which
includes F and is closed under union, composition and iteration will be denoted by
UCI(F). The smallest tree transformation class which includes F and is closed under
union and composition will be denoted by UC(F).
The domain and the range of a tree transformation f⊆T	 ×T� is dom(f)= {s∈T	 |

sf �= ∅} and ran(f)= {t ∈T� | tf−1 �= ∅}. For a class F of tree transformations, dom(F)
= {dom(f) |f∈F} and also ran(F)= {ran(f) |f∈F}.
A tree transformation f⊆T	 ×T� is called total if dom(f)=T	.

2.5. Relabeling tree transducers

Now we de;ne the relabeling tree transducers considered in this paper. The reader
who wants to know more details about relabeling tree transducers is recommended to
consult with [3–5]. We should mention, our relabelings in [3] were called ;nite state
relebalings.
A top–down relabeling is a tuple r=(Q;	; �; Q′; R), where Q is a unary ranked

alphabet, called the set of states; 	 and � are ranked alphabets, called the input and
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output ranked alphabet, respectively, we require that Q∩ (	∪�)= ∅; and Q′ ⊆Q is
the set of initial states. Moreover, R is a ;nite set of rules of the form
q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)), where k¿0, �∈	(k), *∈�(k), and q; q1; : : : ; qk

∈Q. (Notice in case k =0 the above rule has the shape q(�)→ *.)
Hence R can be considered as a term rewrite system over TQ∪	∪�. The tree trans-

formation induced by r is also denoted by r and is de;ned as follows:

r = {(s; t) ∈ T	 × T� | q(s) ⇒∗
R t for some q ∈ Q′}:

We denote the class of tree transformations induced by top–down relabelings by T Rel.
If Q′ is a singleton set, i.e., Q′ = {q0}, then we write r=(Q;	; �; q0; R).

We will consider the following restricted versions of top–down relabelings. The
top–down relabeling r is functional if the tree transformation induced by it is a partial
function from T	 to T�. Moreover, r is deterministic if Q′ is a singleton set and diOerent
rules in R have diOerent left-hand sides. Finally, r is a strictly alphabetic top–down
homomorphism if it is deterministic and Q (=Q′) is a singleton set. The classes of
tree transformations induced by the above three restricted top–down relabelings are
denoted by FT Rel, DT Rel, and T Homsa, respectively.
Note that obviously T Homsa ⊆DT Rel and, due to standard arguments, determin-

istic top–down relabelings are functional as well. Hence DT Rel⊆FT Rel. Moreover,
FT Rel⊆T Rel.
Next we de;ne bottom–up relabelings. A bottom–up relabeling is also a construct

r=(Q;	; �; Q′; R), where Q;	; � are the same as in the top–down case, Q′ ⊆Q is
the set of ;nal states and R is a ;nite set of rules of the form �(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk))→
q(*(x1; : : : ; xk)), where k¿0, �∈	(k), *∈�(k), and q; q1; : : : ; qk ∈Q. (Now in case k =0
the above rule has the shape �→ q(*).) Again, R is a term rewrite system over TQ∪	∪�.
The tree transformation induced by r is de;ned as follows:

r = {(s; t) ∈ T	 × T� | s ⇒∗
R q(t) for some q ∈ Q′}:

We denote the class of tree transformations induced by bottom–up relabelings
by BRel.
The functional and the deterministic bottom–up relabelings are de;ned analogously

to the corresponding top–down versions with the exception that in case of deterministic
bottom–up relabelings Q need not be a singleton set. Also strictly alphabetic bottom–up
homomorphisms are de;ned analogously to top–down ones. The classes of tree trans-
formations induced by these restricted bottom–up relabelings are denoted by FBRel,
DBRel, and BHomsa, respectively. Analogously, we have BHomsa ⊆DBRel⊆FBRel
⊆BRel.

2.6. Properties of relabelings

Now we recall some well-known properties of the tree transformation classes intro-
duced above. For more details the reader can consult with [3, 4].
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Fact 1. The tree transformation classes induced by the top–down and by the bottom–
up relabelings are the same, i.e., T Rel=BRel. In what follows we will denote this
class by Rel. Also FT Rel=FBRel; the class of which will be denoted by F Rel. More-
over, when speaking about these classes, we drop the attributes top–down and bottom–
up and just say relabeling and functional relabeling. Given a top–down (or a bottom–
up) relabeling r=(Q;	; �; Q′; R) we can assume, without loss of generality, that Q′ is
a singleton set. In fact, in the top–down case r is equivalent to r′ =(Q∪{q0}; 	; �; q0;
R′), where q0 is a new state and

R′ = R ∪ {q0(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → �(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk))|

q(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → �(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) ∈ R for some q ∈ Q′}:
Analogously in the bottom–up case.

Fact 2. Fact 1 is no longer true for deterministic top–down and deterministic bottom–
up relabelings: the classes DT Rel and DBRel are incomparable with respect to in-
clusion.

Fact 3. The tree transformation classes induced by the top–down and by the bottom–
up strictly alphabetic homomorphisms are the same, i.e., T Homsa =BHomsa. We will
denote this class by Homsa and also say just strictly alphabetic (shortly sa) homo-
morphism.

Fact 4. Let Id= {id(T	) |	 is a ranked alphabet}. Then Id⊆Homsa.

Fact 5. Rel is closed under union. This does not hold for any of the other considered
classes.

Fact 6. Rel is closed under inverse. This does not hold for any of the other considered
classes.

Fact 7. The classes Rel, F Rel, DT Rel, DBRel, and Homsa are closed under compo-
sition.

Fact 8. None of the above classes is closed under iteration.

2.7. Tree automata

We introduce tree automata as special relabelings because this will be convenient in
what follows.
A top–down tree automaton is a top–down relabeling r=(Q;	; �; Q′; R) such that

	=� and each rule in R has the form q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ �(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)). Since
the input and the output ranked alphabets are the same we can also write r=(Q;	;
Q′; R).
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The tree transformation induced by r is a partial identity mapping over T	. The tree
language recognized by r is dom(r)(= ran(r)). A tree language L is recognizable if
there is a top–down tree automaton r such that L=dom(r). The concept of the deter-
ministic top–down tree automaton is de;ned in the obvious way. Also (deterministic)
bottom–up tree automata can be derived from (deterministic) bottom–up relabelings
analogously.
We recall the following well-known fact, cf. [3–5].

Fact 9. The classes of (identical) tree transformations induced by top–down tree au-
tomata, by bottom–up tree automata, and by deterministic bottom–up tree automata
are the same. We denote this tree language class by the Fta following conventional
notation [3].

3. Two properties of relabelings

The ;rst property is a generalization of the characterization of length-preserving
rational transductions by strictly alphabetic bimorphisms which was given in [2], cf.
also [3].

Theorem 3.1. Rel=Hom−1
sa ◦Fta ◦Homsa.

Proof. The inclusion of Hom−1
sa ◦Fta ◦Homsa ⊆Rel is obvious due to the previously

mentioned closure properties of Rel. Thus we only have to prove Rel⊆Hom−1
sa ◦Fta ◦

Homsa.
Let r=(Q;	; �; Q′; R) be a relabeling. We give two strictly alphabetic homomor-

phisms h and g and a top–down tree automaton f such that r= h−1 ◦f ◦ g.
For this, we de;ne the ranked alphabet , to be the smallest alphabet satisfying the

following condition. For every k¿0, if there is a rule q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ;
qk(xk)) in R, then the symbol -= 〈�; q; q1; : : : ; qk ; *〉 is in ,(k).
Let h=({?}; ,; 	; ?; Rh) be the strictly alphabetic homomorphism such that for every

-= 〈�; q; q1; : : : ; qk ; *〉 ∈,(k) with k¿0, the rule ?(-(x1; : : : ; xk))→ �(?(x1); : : : ; ?(xk))
is in Rf.
The top–down tree automaton f is de;ned by f=(Q;,;Q′; Rf), where for every

-= 〈�; q; q1; : : : ; qk ; *〉 ∈,(k) with k¿0, the rule q(-(x1; : : : ; xk))→ -(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk))
is in Rf.
Let g=({?}; ,; �; ?; Rg) be the strictly alphabetic homomorphism such that for every

-= 〈�; q; q1; : : : ; qk ; *〉 ∈,(k) with k¿0, the rule ?(-(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(?(x1); : : : ; ?(xk)) is
in Rd.
The inverse of the strictly alphabetic homomorphism h associates possible states and

output symbols to the nodes of input trees in T	. Then the tree automaton f accepts
a tree in case the states associated to the nodes by the inverse of h respect the rules
of r. If this is the case, then the second strictly alphabetic homomorphism g projects
the corresponding output symbols. Hence r= h−1 ◦f ◦ g.
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The second property is a generalization of the characterization of functional rational
transductions in terms of the composition of right sequential transductions and left
sequential transductions, see [1]. We use the same technique which was used in this
paper.

Theorem 3.2. F Rel=DBRel ◦DT Rel.

Proof. It is easy to see that DBRel ◦DT Rel is included in F Rel since DBRel; DT Rel
⊆F Rel and F Rel is closed under composition.
We have to prove F Rel⊆DBRel ◦DT Rel. To see this, let r=(Q;	; �; q0; R) be a

functional top–down relabeling. We give deterministic bottom–up and top–down rela-
belings f and g, respectively, such that r=f ◦ g.
First we de;ne f=(P(Q); 	; ,;P(Q); Rf), where ,(k) =

⋃
	(k) ×P(Q)k+1; k¿0

and a rule

�(P1(x1); : : : ; Pk(xk)) → P〈�; P; P1; : : : ; Pk〉(x1; : : : ; xk)

is in Rf for some �∈	(k); k¿0 and P; P1; : : : ; Pk ⊆Q if and only if

P = {p | there are * ∈ �(k) and pi ∈ Pi such that

p(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → *(p1(x1); : : : ; pk(xk)) ∈ Rf}:

Then we de;ne the deterministic top–down relabeling g by g=(Q;,; �; q0; Rg), where
Rg is the set of rules constructed as follows.
For every symbol 〈�; P; P1; : : : ; Pk〉 ∈,(k) with k¿0, and for every p∈P we choose

an arbitrary rule p(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(p1(x1); : : : ; pk(xk)) from R such that pi ∈Pi,
16i6k, if any, and we put the rule p(〈�; P; P1; : : : ; Pk〉(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(p1(x1); : : : ; pk

(xk)) in Rg.
Since, for every symbol 〈�; P; P1; : : : ; Pk〉 and state p∈P, we choose only one rule

(if any and no rule otherwise), g will be deterministic.
Intuitively f and g are constructed so that f relabels a tree s∈T	 into an s′ ∈T, such

that a �-node of s with arity k is relabeled to 〈�; P; P1; : : : ; Pk〉, where P; P1; : : : ; Pk are
exactly the set of states by means of which the subtree �(u1; : : : ; uk) of s at that �-node
as well as the direct subtrees u1; : : : ; uk can be transformed into a �-tree, respectively.
Thus, for a tree s= �(s1; : : : ; sk)∈T	, s∈dom(r) if and only if for sf= 〈�; P; P1; : : : ;

Pk〉(s′1; : : : ; s′k), the inclusion q0 ∈P holds. Moreover, if sr= t, then g can pick out a
valid derivation of t from s′.
Formally, the following statement can be proved. For every s∈T	, t ∈T� and q∈Q,

q(s)⇒∗
R t if and only if there are P⊆Q and t′ ∈T, such that s⇒∗

Rf
P(t′), q∈P, and

q(t′)⇒∗
Rg

s. The equality r=f ◦ g follows from the above statement with q= q0.
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4. Iterations of relabelings

4.1. The closure of relabelings under union, composition and iteration

In this subsection we give a characterization of UCI(Rel) by showing that UCI(Rel)
=Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel. For this, we prove the following preparatory lemma.

Lemma 4.1. For every f∈Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel; there are g1; g2; and g3 in Rel; such that
f= g1 ◦ g+2 ◦ g3 and; alph(ran(g1))∩ alph(dom(g3))= ∅.

Proof. Let f=f1 ◦f+
2 ◦f3, where f1; f2; f3 ∈Rel. Consider the alphabet 	=

alph(dom(f2)∪ alph(ran(f2))∪ alph(dom(f3))). Let us make a disjoint copy P	 of
	, so that P	∩ alph(ran(f1))= ∅. We may assume, without loss of generality, that P	
= { P� | �∈	}.
Let h=({q}; 	; �; q; R) be the strictly alphabetic homomorphism, where

R = {q(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → P�(q(x1); : : : ; q(xk)) | � ∈ 	(k); k ¿ 0}:
Moreover, let g′2 =f2 ◦ h and g′′2 = h−1 ◦f2 ◦ h, and let us de;ne g1 =f1, g2 = g′2 ∪ g′′2 ,
and g3 = h−1 ◦f3.
Then, due to the closure properties of relabelings recalled in Section 2.6, g1; g2,

and g3 are in Rel. Moreover, it should be clear that f= g1 ◦ g+2 ◦ g3. Finally, since
alph(dom(g3))⊆ P	, the condition alph(ran(g1))∩ alph(dom(g3))= ∅ holds.

Now we can prove the main results of this section.

Theorem 4.2. UCI(Rel)=Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel.

Proof. Since Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel⊆UCI(Rel) and also Rel⊆Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel, it is su>-
cient to show that Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel is closed under union, composition and iteration.
Therefore, let f; g∈Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel, i.e., let f=f1 ◦f+

2 ◦f3 and g= g1 ◦ g+2 ◦ g3
for some fi; gi ∈Rel, 16i63. Since we can appropriately rename letters used “inside”
f and g, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the alphabets alph(ran(f1)∪
dom(f2)∪ ran(f2)∪dom(f3)) and alph(ran(g1)∪dom(g2)∪ ran(g2)∪dom(g3)) are
disjoint.
Then it is easy to verify that

f ∪ g = (f1 ∪ g1) ◦ (f2 ∪ g2)+ ◦ (f3 ∪ g3):

We can also assume by Lemma 4.1 that alph(ran(f1))∩ alph(dom(f3))= ∅ and
alph(ran(g1))∩ alph(dom(g3))= ∅. Hence

f ◦ g = f1 ◦ (f2 ∪ f3 ◦ g1 ∪ g2)+ ◦ g3

and

f+ = f1 ◦ (f2 ∪ f3 ◦ f1)+ ◦ f3;
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proving that Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel is closed under union, composition and iteration. Since
UCI(Rel) is the smallest class containing Rel and having the same closure properties,
we also have UCI(Rel)⊆Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel. This proves our theorem.

In the special case when the input and the output ranked alphabets are disjoint, the
above result can be sharpened as follows.

Corollary 4.3. Let f⊆T	 ×T� be a tree transformation with 	∩�= ∅. Then f∈
UCI(Rel) if and only if there is a g∈Rel such that f= id(T	) ◦ g+ ◦ id(T�).

Proof. The proof of the if part is easy: since id(T	); g and id(T�) are in Rel, obviously
f∈UCI(Rel).
Now we prove the only if part. Let f∈UCI(Rel) and assume f⊆T	 ×T�. By

Theorem 4.2, f∈Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel and thus there are relabelings f1; f2 and f3 with
f=f1 ◦f+

2 ◦f3.
Let us introduce the notations 	i = alph(dom(fi)) and �i = alph(ran(fi)) for 16

i63. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 	=	1 and �=�3, because in the
opposite case f1 and f3 could be substituted by id(T	) ◦f1 and f3 ◦ id(T�), respectively.
Moreover, we can assume, without loss of generality, that
(1) �1 ∩	3 = ∅,
(2) 	∩ (�1 ∪	2 ∪�2 ∪	3)= ∅,
(3) �∩ (�1 ∪	2 ∪�2 ∪	3)= ∅.
Here (1) follows from Lemma 4.1, (2) and (3) can be obtained by renaming letters
inside f appropriately.
We state that f= id(T	) ◦ (f1 ∪f2 ∪f3)+ ◦ id(T�). In fact, by the condition (2), only

f1 can follow id(T	). Then, by (1) and (2), only f2 can follow f1, and f2 can be
followed only by f2 and by f3. However, if once f3 follows f2, then by (3) and the
assumption 	∩�= ∅ neither f1 nor f2 nor f3 can follow f3.
Hence, we obtain

id(T	) ◦ (f1 ∪ f2 ∪ f3)+ ◦ id(T�) = id(T	) ◦ f1 ◦ id(T�) ∪

id(T	) ◦ f1 ◦ f+
2 ◦ id(T�) ∪

id(T	) ◦ f1 ◦ f+
2 ◦ f3 ◦ id(T�):

Moreover, by condition (3), �1 ∩�= ∅ and �2 ∩�= ∅, respectively, hence id(T	) ◦f1 ◦
id(T�)= ∅ and also id(T	) ◦f1 ◦f+

2 ◦ id(T�)= ∅. Moreover, certainly id(T	) ◦f1 ◦f+
2 ◦

f3 ◦ id(T�)=f1 ◦f+
2 ◦f3 =f, which proves the theorem.

Using the above result, the class UCI(Rel) can alternatively be characterized in the
following way.

Theorem 4.4. UCI(Rel)= Id ◦Rel+ ◦Homsa.
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Proof. Since Id ◦Rel+ ◦Homsa ⊆UCI(Rel), we have to prove only the converse in-
clusion.
Therefore let f∈UCI(Rel) and assume f⊆T	 ×T�. Let P�= { P* | *∈�} be a disjoint

copy of � such that 	∩ P�= ∅. Moreover, let h : T� →T P� be the strictly alphabetic
homomorphism with rules p(*(x1; : : : ; xk))→ P*(p(x1); : : : ; p(xk)) for every *∈�(k) with
k¿0, and let f′ =f ◦ h.
By Corollary 4.3, there is a relabeling g such that f′ = id(T	) ◦ g+ ◦ id(T P�). Hence

f=f′ ◦ h−1 = id(T	) ◦ g+ ◦ id(T P�) ◦ h−1. Since obviously id(T P�) ◦ h−1 = h−1 and h−1

∈Homsa, we obtain f= id(T	) ◦ g+ ◦ h−1, and f∈ Id ◦Rel+ ◦Homsa.

4.2. One-step shape preserving rewriting

In this subsection we give another characterization of UCI(Rel) in terms of shape
preserving rewriting systems, which are introduced as follows.

De�nition 4.5. Let 	 be a ranked alphabet, and let s; t ∈T	(X ). We de;ne the concept
“s and t have the same shape” by induction on s as follows.
(i) If s∈X , then s and t have the same shape if s= t.
(ii) If s= �(s1; : : : ; sk) for some �∈	(k) with k¿0 and for some s1; : : : ; sk ∈T	(X ),

then s and t have the same shape if
• t= *(t1; : : : ; tk) for some *∈	(k) and for some t1; : : : ; tk ∈T	(X ), moreover,
• for every 16i6k, the trees si and ti have the same shape.

For instance, if 	= {�(2); *(2); 0(1); a(0); b(0)}, then the trees a and b; �(x2; 0(b)) and
*(x2; 0(a)); �(a; *(b; 0(x1))) and *(b; �(b; 0(x1))) have the same shape, respectively.

De�nition 4.6. A rewrite system R is shape preserving if, for every l→ r in R, l and
r have the same shape.

Obviously, if R is shape preserving and s; t ∈T	(X ) are such that s⇒∗
R t, then s and

t have the same shape. Moreover, R is left linear if and only if it is right linear. Hence
we will drop the attributes left and right and say just linear shape preserving rewrite
systems.
Next we de;ne linear one-step shape preserving tree transformations.

De�nition 4.7. A tree transformation f⊆T	 ×T	 is a linear one-step shape preserv-
ing tree transformation if there is a linear shape preserving rewrite system R such
that f= {(s; t) | s∈T	 nd s⇒R t}. The class of linear one-step shape preserving tree
transformations is denoted by 1-Lspr.

It should be clear that 1-Lspr⊆Rel.
Now we prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.8. UCI(Rel)=Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel.
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Proof. Since 1-Lspr⊆Rel, we also have Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel⊆UCI(Rel). Hence we
have to prove the converse inclusion UCI(Rel)⊆Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel. For this, it is
su>cient to prove that Rel+ ⊆Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel. Indeed, Rel+ ⊆Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel
implies Rel ◦Rel+ ◦Rel⊆Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel because Rel is closed under composition.
This, by Theorem 4.2, means UCI(Rel)⊆Rel ◦ 1-Lspr+ ◦Rel.

Let f∈Rel. We give two relabelings f1 and f3, and a tree transformation f2 in
1-Lspr such that f+ =f1 ◦f+

2 ◦f3.
Let us assume f=(Q;	; �; q0; R). The relabeling f1 does nothing but marks the root

of 	-trees with a bar. That is, f1 = ({q1; qid}; 	; 	∪ P	; q1; R1) where P	= { P� | �∈	} and
R1 consists of the rules

q1(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → P�(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xk))

and

qid(�(x1; : : : ; xk)) → �(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xk))

for every �∈	(k) with k¿0.
In order to de;ne f2, let us introduce the ranked alphabet ,=	∪ P	∪�∪ P�∪ (Q×

(	∪ P	∪�∪ P�)), where, for a state q∈Q and a symbol �∈ (	∪ P	∪�∪ P�), the rank
of 〈q; �〉 is the rank of �.

We give a shape preserving rewrite system P over ,, and de;ne f2 = {(s; t) | s; t ∈T,

and s⇒P t}. We give P in the form P=P1 ∪P2 ∪P3 as follows.
Rules in P1 initiate the simulation of f by adding the initial state q0 to the “marked

root” of 	-trees. Formally, R1 consists of all rules

P�(x1; : : : ; xk) → 〈q0; P�〉(x1; : : : ; xk);

where �∈	(k) with k¿0.
Rules in P2 simulate a ;rst step of f at the root of a tree and besides it leaves the

root marked for the next step of the iteration. Formally, R2 consists of all rules of the
form

〈q0; P�〉(01(x1; : : : ; xn1 ); : : : ; 0k(xn1+···+nk−1+1; : : : ; xn1+···+nk ))

→ P*(〈q1; 01〉(x1; : : : ; xn1 ); : : : ; 〈qk ; 0k〉(xn1+···+nk−1+1; : : : ; xn1+···+nk ));

where q0(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is in R and 01 ∈	(n1); : : : ; 0k ∈	(nk ).
Rules in P3 simulate an arbitrary step of f. Formally, it consists of all rules of the

form

〈q; �〉(01(x1; : : : ; xn1 ); : : : ; 0k(xn1+···+nk−1+1; : : : ; xn1+···+nk ))

→ *(〈q1; 01〉(x1; : : : ; xn1 ); : : : ; 〈qk ; 0k〉(xn1+···+nk−1+1; : : : ; xn1+···+nk ));

where q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is in R and 01 ∈	(n1); : : : ; 0k ∈	(nk ).
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Finally, f3 is a relabeling which deletes the bar from the root of �-trees and checks
whether the tree is a �-tree. That is, f3 = ({q3; qid}; �∪ P�; �; q3; R3) where R3 consists
of the rules

q3( P*(x1; : : : ; xk)) → *(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xk))

and

qid(*(x1; : : : ; xk)) → *(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xk))

for every *∈�(k) with k¿0.
It is easy to see that f=f1 ◦f+

2 ◦f3. In fact, f1 marks the root of a 	-tree with
a bar. Then f2, with a rule being in P1 puts q0 at the marked root of the tree. Then
the consecutive applications of f2 (i.e. f+

2 ), simulate the steps of f such that a rule
in P2 simulates a step at the root of a tree while a rule in P3 simulates an arbitrary
step. Hence the consecutive applications of f2 simulate the relabeling of a tree by f.
Then the simulation of the next relabeling is started by an application of a rule in P1.
Notice that the simulation of the next relabeling may start before the simulation of
the previous one was ;nished. However, in the end f3 acts as ;lter because it accepts
only pure �-trees whose root is marked by bar. Then, if a tree is such, f3 deletes the
bar from its root. Hence f=f1 ◦f+

2 ◦f3.

5. Iterations of functional relabelings

In this section we study some properties of functional relabelings and then prove
that UC(F Rel+)=F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel.

We shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let f⊆T	 ×T� be a relabeling. There exist an alphabet 1 including
	∪� and a total relabeling g⊆T1 ×T1 such that f= g ◦ id(T�) and f+ = g+ ◦ id(T�).
Moreover; if f is functional then so is g.

Proof. Let �= {�k | k¿0; 	(k) �= ∅} be a ranked alphabet such that the rank of �k is k
and �∩ (	∪�)= ∅. Moreover, let 1=	∪�∪�.
Consider the tree language L=T1 − dom(f), i.e., the complement of the domain of

f with respect to T1. Since dom(f) is recognizable, L is also recognizable and thus a
top–down tree automaton m=(Q;1;Q′; R) exists with dom(m)=L. Let us change m
to the top–down relabeling r=(Q;1; �; Q′; R′), where

R′ = {q(2(x1; : : : ; xk)) → �k(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) | q(2(x1; : : : ; xk))

→ 2(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) ∈ R}:

Hence r transforms each tree in L into a tree in T�. Moreover, since m is a partial
identity over T1, the relabeling r is functional.
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Now let g=f∪ r. Obviously dom(g)=T1 and thus g is total. Moreover, since
dom(f)∩dom(r)= ∅, if f is functional, then so is g. The two equations concerning
g required in the lemma also hold.

Lemma 5.2. Let f∈F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel with f⊆T	 ×T�. There exist a ranked
alphabet 1 with 	⊆1; functional relabelings g : T1 →T1 and h : T1 →T� such that
g is total and f= id(T	) ◦ g+ ◦ h.

Proof. Let f=f1 ◦f+
2 ◦f3, where f1; f2; f3 ∈F Rel. Let fi : T	i →T�i , i=1; 2; 3. We

can suppose that 	=	1 and �=�3. Since the “inside” ranked alphabets can be re-
named appropriately, we can assume, without loss of generality, that 	1 ∩ (�1 ∪	2 ∪�2

∪	3)= ∅.
Let Pg=f1 ◦f2 ∪f2. Since functional relabelings are closed under composition and

dom(f1)∩dom(f2)= ∅, Pg is functional. Moreover,

Id(T	1 ) ◦ Pg+ ◦ f3 = Id(T	1 ) ◦ (f1 ◦ f2 ∪ f2)+ ◦ f3

= Id(T	1 ) ◦ f1 ◦ f+
2 ◦ f3

=f:

Note that Pg : T	1∪	2 →T�2 . By Lemma 5.1, there is a total functional relabeling g :
T1 →T1, where 1=	1 ∪	2 ∪�2 ∪� such that Pg+ = g+◦ Id(T�2 ). Moreover, let h=
Id(T�2 ) ◦f3.
Then,

Id(T	1 ) ◦ g+ ◦ h= Id(T	1 ) ◦ g+ ◦ Id(T�2 ) ◦ f3

= Id(T	1 ) ◦ Pg+ ◦ f3

=f:

Lemma 5.3. The class F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel is closed under union.

Proof. Let f1; f2 ∈F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel. Let us suppose that f1; f2 ⊆T	 ×T�.
Using Lemma 5.2, there exist alphabets 1i, i=1; 2, with 	⊆1i, total functional rela-

belings Pgi : T1i →T1i , functional relabelings Phi : T1i →T�, such that fi = id(T	) ◦ Pg+i ◦ Phi.
Obviously, Pgi : T11∪12 →T11∪12 , i=1; 2. Then, by Lemma 5.1, there exist an al-

phabet 1=11∪12 ∪�, total functional relabelings gi : T1 →T1, i=1; 2, such that
Pg+i = g+i ◦ id(T11∪12 ). Let hi = id(T11∪12 ) ◦ Phi; i=1; 2. Then we have hi : T1 →T�).
Thus, we have obtained an alphabet 1 with 	⊆1, total functional relabelings

g1; g2 : T1 →T1, functional relabelings h1; h2 : T1 →T�, such that f1 = id(T	) ◦ g+1 ◦ h1
and f2 = id(T	) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2.
Let us show the construction of the union on diagrams. The diagram in Fig. 1

demonstrates how the images u11; u12; : : : ; and u21; u22; : : : ; of a tree s∈T	 are generated
by f1 ∪f2 = (id(T	) ◦ g+1 ◦ h1)∪ (id(T	) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2).
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Fig. 1. The images of s under (id(T	) ◦ g+1 ◦ h1)∪ (id(T	) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2).

Fig. 2. The images of s under f ◦ g+ ◦ h.

We will give functional relabelings f; g; h such that f1 ∪f2 =f ◦ g+ ◦ h. In order
to simulate f1 ∪f2 by f ◦ g+ ◦ h we shall use ranked alphabets consisting of triplets.
In the ;rst and the second components of a triple we simulate the work of g1 and g2,
respectively, while the third component will be used as a @ag over {1; 2}. Initially, the
@ag is 1 and then it alternates from 1 to 2 (from 2 to 1) depending on whether a step
of g1 (g2) was simulated in the ;rst (second) component.
The relabelings f; g and h intuitively work as follows. First, from an input tree

s∈T	, f creates a tree over triplets such that it substitutes every node � of s by the
triple 〈�; �; 1〉. Then, if the @ag in the third component is 1 (2), g simulates g1 (g2)
in the ;rst (second) component, and changes 1 to 2 (2 to 1). Moreover, if the @ag is
2 (1), meaning that last time g1 (g2) was simulated, then h simulates h1 (h2) by tak-
ing the input from the ;rst (second) component of the triple. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 2, where a triple 〈t1; t2; i〉 with i∈{1; 2} stands for the tree t over triplets, whose
;rst and second projections are t1 and t2, respectively, and the third component of
every node is i.
The formal construction is as follows.
The relabeling f is a strictly alphabetic homomorphism which is de;ned by the

rules q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→〈�; �; 1〉(q(x1); : : : ; q(xk)) with k¿0, �∈	(k). Obviously, f is
functional.
Let gi =(Qi;1;1; Fi; Ri), i=1; 2 with Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅. Then

g = (Q1 ∪ Q2; ,; ,; F1 ∪ F2; Rg);

where ,=
⋃

k¿0 1
(k) ×1(k) ×{1; 2} and Rg is the set of all rules q(〈�; �′; 1〉(x1; : : : ;

xk))→〈*; �′; 2〉(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)), where q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is a
rule in R1, as well as q(〈�′; �; 2〉(x1; : : : ; xk))→〈�′; *; 1〉(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)), where
q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is a rule in R2. Since g1 and g2 are functional,
g is also functional.
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Moreover, let hi =(Q′
i ; 1; �; F ′

i ; R
′
i), i=1; 2 with Q′

1 ∩Q′
2 = ∅. Then

h = (Q′
1 ∪ Q′

2; ,; �; F ′
1 ∪ F ′

2; Rh);

where Rh is the set of all rules q(〈�; �′; 2〉(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)), where
q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is a rule in R′

1 as well as q(〈�′; �; 1〉(x1; : : : ; xk))
→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)), where q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qk(xk)) is a rule in R′

2.
Since h1 and h2 are functional, h is also functional.
We prove that f1 ∪f2 =f ◦ g+ ◦ h.
It is easy to see that 〈s1; s2; 1〉g= 〈s1g1; s2; 2〉, 〈s1; s2; 2〉g= 〈s1; s2g2; 1〉, 〈s1; s2; 1〉h=

s2h2 and 〈s1; s2; 2〉h= s1h1.
Hence, for all s∈T	 and n¿0, we have

s(f ◦ g2n+1 ◦ h) = 〈s; s; 1〉(g2n+1 ◦ h)

= 〈sgn
1; sg

n
2; 1〉(g ◦ h)

= 〈sgn+1
1 ; sgn

2; 2〉h

= s(gn+1
1 ◦ h1):

For all s∈T	 and n¿1, we have

s(f ◦ g2n ◦ h) = 〈s; s; 1〉(g2n ◦ h)

= 〈sgn
1; sg

n−1
2 ; 2〉(g ◦ h)

= 〈sgn
1; sg

n
2; 1〉h

= s(gn
2 ◦ h2):

To prove the following lemma, we need some preparation. First we introduce a linear
order on trees over a 	 having the same shape.
Let 	 be a ranked alphabet. For a tree s∈T	, let po(s) be the string over 	 which

can be obtained by post-order traveling of the nodes of s. Formally, po(s)= s if s∈	(0)

and po(s)=po(sk) : : : po(s1)� if s= �(s1; : : : ; sk).
Let, for every k¿0, ¡k be a linear order on 	(k) and let ¡=

⋃
k¿0 ¡k , notice ¡

is a partial order over 	. We denote by ¡ the obvious extension of ¡ to a partial
order for strings over 	∗: for strings u= 01 : : : 0m and v= �1 : : : �n we de;ne u¡v if
and only if u is a proper pre;x of v or there is an index i; 16i6m; n such that
01 = �1; : : : ; 0i−1 = �i−1 and 0i¡�i.
We extend ¡ to a partial order over T	, denoted also by ¡, in the following way.

For two trees s; t ∈T	 we de;ne s¡t if and only if s and t have the same shape and
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po(s)¡po(t). Notice that, for every s∈T	, ¡ is a linear order on the set {t | s and
t have the same shape} because the symbols at the corresponding positions will have
the same rank, hence they are comparable with respect to ¡.
For example, let 	=	(0) ∪	(2) with 	(0) = {-1; -2}, 	(2) = {�1; �2} and linear orders

¡0 and ¡2 de;ned by the above enumerations. Then the linear order on the set of
trees �i(-j; (�k(-l; -m))), 16i; j; k; l; m62 generated by ¡=¡0 ∪¡2 is the following
list.

In the following we give an example for a relabeling which manipulates on the linear
order of trees of the same shape. In fact, it computes the successor of an input tree,
and checks if the input is the last one or not in that linear order. In the example, 	 is a
ranked alphabet with the partial order given by the enumerations 	(n) = {0n;1; : : : ; 0n; kn}
with n¿0. This example will be used in a forthcoming proof.

Example 5.4. Consider the relabeling

succ = ({qsucc; qsucc′ ; qid; qrev}; 	; 	 × {1; 2}; {qsucc; qsucc′}; R);
where R is the set of rules
• qsucc(0n; l(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈0n; l+1; 2〉(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xn)) with n¿0 and 16l¡kn,
• qsucc(0n; kn(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈0n;1; 2〉(qrev(x1); : : : ; qrev(xi−1); qsucc(xi); qid(xi+1); : : : ; qid(xn))
with n¿0 and 16i6n,

• qrev(0n; kn(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈0n;1; 2〉(qrev(x1); : : : ; qrev(xn)) with n¿0,
• qid(0n; l(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈0n; l; 2〉(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xn)) with n¿0, 16l6kn,
• qsucc′(0n; kn(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈0n;1; 1〉(qsucc′(x1); : : : ; qsucc′(xn)) with n¿0.
The relabeling succ works as follows. For a tree s∈T	, it checks whether s is the last
with respect to ¡ and simultaneously it computes the tree next to s (with next to the
last being the ;rst) in the ;rst component of the output. Moreover, it indicates by a
@ag 1 (2) in the second component, if s is (is not) the last (i.e. s; succ is (is not) the
;rst).
Intuitively succ works as follows. Using state qsucc′ , it checks if the input tree s is

the last one, i.e., if every symbol in s is the last one of that rank. If yes, then all last
symbols are changed to the ;rst ones and 1 is put in the second component.
Moreover, using state qsucc, it searches nondeterministically the rightmost symbol

0n; l in po(s) which is not a last one. If it ;nds, then it changes that symbol to 0n; l+1.
Moreover, all symbols left to that 0n; l in po(s) remain unchanged and all symbols right
to that 0n; l (which must be the last ones) are changed to the ;rst ones. Simultaneously,
it puts 2 in the second component.
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Now we are ready to prove the following lemma. In the lemma we will need to
compute the set sf+ for an input tree s∈T	 and a relabeling f⊆T	 ×T�. Since a
relabeling does not change the shape of a tree, sf+ cannot have more elements than
the number of trees having the same shape as s, which we denote by N . Hence
sf+ =

⋃N
i=1 sf

i. We will use this fact in computing sf+. In fact, sf+ can be com-
puted by using tuples. Initially, in a component of a tuple we put s and in another
one we put t, the ;rst tree over � having the same shape as s. Then, combining the
relabelings f and succ, we compute the trees sfi and ti, where ti is the ith successor
of t. After every step, we can test if ti is the last one or not. If yes, then all trees in
sf+ are computed.

Lemma 5.5. The class F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel is closed under composition.

Proof. Let f1; f2 ∈F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel. We will show that also f1 ◦f2 ∈F Rel ◦
F Rel+ ◦F Rel.
Let us suppose that f1 ⊆T	1 ×T�1 and f2 ⊆T	2 × T�2 .
By Lemma 5.2, there exist an alphabet 11 with 	1 ⊆11, a total functional relabeling

g1 : T11 →T11 , a functional relabeling h1 : T11 →T�1 , such that f1 = id(T	1 ) ◦ g+1 ◦ h1.
Analogously, 12; g2 and h2 exist for f2. Then f1 ◦f2 = id(T	1 ) ◦ g+1 ◦ h1 ◦ id(T	2 ) ◦
g+2 ◦ h2.
Consider the transformation h1 ◦ id(T	2 ) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2. We have h1 ◦ id(T	2 ) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2 ⊆

T11×T�2 and h1 ◦ id(T	2 ) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2 ∈F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel. Applying Lemma 5.3 again,
we obtain that there is a ranked alphabet 13 with 11 ⊆13, a total functional relabeling
g3 : T13 →T13 , a functional relabeling h3 : T13 →T�2 , such that h1 ◦ id(T	2 ) ◦ g+2 ◦ h2 =
id(T11 ) ◦ g+3 ◦ h3.
Then f1 ◦f2 = id(T	1 ) ◦ g+1 ◦ id(T11 ) ◦ g+3 ◦ h3 = id(T	1 ) ◦ g+1 ◦ g+3 ◦ h3. Thus it is suf-

;cient to prove that g+1 ◦ g+3 ∈F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel.
We show again the idea of the construction on diagrams. Fig. 3 visualizes how the

images u11; u12; : : : ; u21; u22 : : : of a tree s∈T11 are generated by g+1 ◦ g+3 .
We will give functional relabelings f; g and h such that g1 ◦ g3 =f ◦ g+ ◦ h. We

use ranked alphabets consisting of quadruples. Let s∈T11 be an input tree. In the ;rst
component we compute the trees of sgi

1, in the second one sgi
1 ◦ gj

3, in the third one we
enumerate the trees over 13 having the same shape as s, while the fourth component
is a @ag over {1; 2; 3}.
The relabelings f; g and h intuitively works as follows.
Let s be an input tree. The relabeling f creates a tree 〈s; s; s; 1〉 over quadruples.

(The quadruple notation in analogous with the triple notation which we used in the
proof of Lemma 5.3.)
Then g works with case distinction, depending on whether the fourth component is

1, 2 or 3.
If the @ag is 1, then g computes the image under g1 of the ;rst component in the ;rst

component, the image under g1 ◦ g3 of the ;rst component in the second component,
the ;rst tree over 13 of shape s in the third component, and shifts the @ag to 2.
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Fig. 3. The images of s under g+1 ◦ g+3 .

If the @ag is 2, then g computes the image under g3 of the second component in
the second component and shifts the @ag to 3.
If the @ag is 3, then g computes the next tree to the third component in the third

component and shifts the @ag to 1 or 2 depending on whether the input tree was or
was not the last one, respectively.
Finally, h is just a strictly alphabetic homomorphism which takes the second pro-

jection of quadruples.
Fig. 4 shows how f ◦ g+ ◦ h will compute the same images of an input tree s. In

the ;gure, v1; : : : ; vK is the enumeration of trees over 13 having the same shape as s.
Moreover, the application of g via an inclined arrow simulates g1 and g1 ◦ g3, while
via a horizontal arrow, it simulates g3, succ, and test in the way described above.
Formally, f; g and h are constructed as follows.
Let g1 = (Q1; 11; 11; q1; R1) and g3 = (Q3; 13; 13; q3; R3). Assume 13 is partially

ordered by the enumeration 1(n)
3 = {0n;1; : : : ; 0n; kn}, n¿0.

The relabeling f is a strictly alphabetic homomorphism de;ned by the rules q(�(x1;
: : : ; xn))→〈�; �; �; 1〉(q(x1); : : : ; q(xn)) with n¿0 and �∈1(n)

1 .
Now we de;ne g. For this, let

, =
⋃

n¿0
(1(n)

1 ×1(n)
3 ×1(n)

3 × {1; 2; 3}):

Let

g = (Q1 × Q3 ∪ Q3 ∪ {qsucc; qsucc′ ; qid; qrev}; ,; ,; {〈q1; q3〉; q3; qsucc; qsucc′}; R);
where R is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions.
Rules for Fag 1: The rules 〈p; q〉(〈�; �′; 0; 1〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈*; *′; 0n;1; 2〉(〈p1; q1〉(x1);

: : : ; 〈pn; qn〉(xn)) with n¿0 for every rule p(�(x1; : : : ; xn))→ *(p1(x1); : : : ; pn(xn)) in R1
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Fig. 4. The images of s under f ◦ g+ ◦ h.

and q(*(x1; : : : ; xn))→ *′(q1(x1); : : : ; qn(xn)) in R3. Here the symbol 0n;1 is the ;rst one
in the set 1(n)

3 .
Rules for Fag 2: The rules q(〈�′; �; 0; 2〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�′; *; 0; 3〉(q1(x1); : : : ; qn(xn))

with n¿0 are in R for every rule q(�(x1; : : : ; xn))→ *(q1(x1); : : : ; qn(xn)) in R3.
Rules for Fag 3: (Cf. Example 5.4) The following rules are in R.

• qsucc(〈�; �′; 0n; l; 3〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�; �′; 0n; l+1; 2〉(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xn)) with n¿0 and
16l¡kn,

• qsucc(〈�; �′; 0n; kn ; 3〉 (x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�; �′; 0n;1; 2〉(qrev(x1); : : : ; qrev(xi−1); qsucc(xi);
qid(xi+1); : : : ; qid(xn)) with n¿0 and 16i6n,

• qrev(〈�; �′; 0n; kn ; 3〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�; �′; 0n;1; 2〉(qrev(x1); : : : ; qrev(xn) with n¿0,
• qid(〈�; �′; 0n; l; 3〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�; �′; 0n; l; 2〉(qid(x1); : : : ; qid(xn)) with n¿0 and 16l
6kn,

• qsucc′(〈�; �′; 0n; kn ; 3〉(x1; : : : ; xn))→〈�; �′; 0n;1; 1〉(qsucc′(x1); : : : ; qsucc′(xn)) with n¿0.
The relabeling h just takes the second components from the quadruples.
It is a strictly alphabetic homomorphism de;ned by the rules q(〈�; �′; 0; i〉(x1; : : : ; xn))

→ �′(q(x1); : : : ; q(xn)) with 16i63 and n¿0.
We must prove that s(g+1 ◦ g+3 )= s(f ◦ g+ ◦ h) for all s∈T11 .
It is clear that, once applied g, the second component contains only elements of

s(g+1 ◦ g+3 ). Thus s(f ◦ g+ ◦ h)⊆ s(g+1 ◦ g+3 ).
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Let K be the number of trees having the same shape as s. It is not di>cult to see
that, for all i¿1, all 16j6K , we have s(gi

1 ◦ gj
3)∈ s(f ◦ g+ ◦ h) and we know that

⋃
16i;16j6K s(gi

1 ◦ gj
3)= s(g+1 ◦ g+3 ).

Using these two lemmas, we can give a characterization of the class UC(F Rel+).

Theorem 5.6. UC(F Rel+)=F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel.

Proof. First we show that F Rel⊆F Rel+ ◦F Rel+. (Notice F Rel*F Rel+.) Let f :
T	 →T� be in F Rel. Then there are a ranked alphabet P� with P�∩ (	∪�)= ∅, a func-
tional relabeling f′ : T	 →T P�, and a sa homomorphism g : T P� →T� such that f=f′ ◦ g.
Moreover, f′ =(f′)+ ∈F Rel+, g= g+ ∈F Rel+, hence f′ ◦ g∈F Rel+ ◦F Rel+.
Thus we have F Rel⊆UC(F Rel+) and also F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel⊆UC(F Rel+).
On the other hand, the class F Rel ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel includes F Rel+ and it is closed by

union and composition by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5. Hence also UC(F Rel+)⊆F Rel◦F Rel+
◦F Rel.

6. UCI (Rel) and UCI (FRel)

In this section we prove that UCI(Rel)=UCI(F Rel) and we give further charac-
terizations of this class in terms of F Rel.

Lemma 6.1. Hom−1
sa ⊆Homsa ◦F Rel+ ◦F Rel.

Proof. Let h : T	 →T� be a strictly alphabetic homomorphism. For a symbol �∈	(k)

with k¿0, let us denote by �h the unique symbol * in �(k) for which q(�(x1; : : : ; xk))→
*(q(x1); : : : ; q(xk)) is a rule in h. We construct a sa homomorphism e, functional rela-
belings f and g such that h−1 = e ◦f+ ◦ g. These are de;ned as follows.
Assume, for every k¿0, the set 	(k) is linearly ordered, and let ¡ be the ex-

tension of this linear order to a partial order over T	 (cf. the discussion preceding
Lemma 5.5).
Let ,=

⋃
k¿0(�

(k) ×	(k)) and let e : T� →T, be such that, for every t ∈T�, te=
〈t; v1〉, where v1 is the ;rst tree of shape t in T	 with respect to ¡. (The vector rep-
resentation of trees is introduced in the proof of Lemma 5.3.) The formal construction
of e is similar to that of f in the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Moreover, let f : T, →T, be the relabeling, de;ned by 〈t; v〉f= 〈t; v′〉, where v′ is

the next tree to v (cf. the construction of g in Lemma 5.5 for @ag 3).
Finally, let g : T, →T	 be the relabeling whose rule set consists of all rules of the

form q(〈�h; �〉(x1; : : : ; xk))→ �(q(x1); : : : ; q(xk)) with �∈	(k) and k¿0.
Intuitively, the construction works as follows. The strictly alphabetic homomorphism

e creates, for every t ∈T�, the pair 〈t; v1〉, where v1 ∈T	 is the ;rst tree of the shape t.
Then f+ enumerates all trees 〈t; v〉, where v∈T	 has the same shape as t. Finally, g
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checks whether t= vh holds by checking whether the symbol of every node of 〈t; v〉 is
of the form 〈�h; �〉. If yes, then g outputs v. It should be clear that h−1 = e ◦f+ ◦ g.

Corollary 6.2. Rel⊆UC(F Rel+).

Proof. By Lemma 3:1, Rel=Hom−1
sa ◦Fta ◦Homsa. Since obviously Fta⊆F Rel, the

statement immediately follows from Lemma 6.1.

Now we can prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.3. UCI(Rel)=UCI(F Rel).

Proof. Obviously, UCI(F Rel)⊆UCI(Rel). On the other hand, by Corollary 6.2,
UCI(Rel)⊆UCI(UC(F Rel+))⊆UCI(F Rel).

7. Conclusion

We have considered UCI(Rel), the closure of relabeling tree transformations under
union, composition and iteration as well as UC(F Rel), the closure of functional re-
labeling tree transformations under union and composition. We have established, that
likewise in the string case, these classes can be characterized in terms of an expression
built up from Rel and F Rel, respectively, with composition and iteration due to the
fact that the techniques applied for strings can be generalized to trees. We have also
shown UCI(Rel)=UCI(F Rel).
The iteration proves to be an operation which is applied in several areas of computer

science. In this particular case it can be implemented in a natural way and, at the same
time, extends the expressive power of tree transformations considerably. Thus it would
be reasonable to examine the iteration of other, more general tree transformations, like
the general top–down and bottom–up tree transformations, their linear, deterministic
subclasses, etc. This seems to be interesting because some of the mentioned classes
have nice closure properties, e.g. (nondeterministic) top–down tree transformations are
closed under union, deterministic top–down tree transformations are “almost” closed
under composition meaning that DTop⊂DTop2 =DTop3 = · · ·, where DTop denotes
the class of deterministic top–down tree transformations. Hence, we guess that the
closure under UCI of some classes can also be characterized in terms of a short
expression with composition and iteration.
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